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Independent evaluation of Across the Sky
About Across the Sky
A specially-commissioned community opera, Across the Sky was the third and final phase of a
four-year inter-generational outreach programme in West Cheltenham, delivered by Cheltenham
Festivals with support from the Big Lottery (now the National Lottery Community Fund) and the
Foyle Foundation.
Previous phases of the programme included community music project Going for a Song (2015)
and storytelling project A Way with Words (2016). The model used in 2018-19 was entirely new,
however, involving the creation of a community opera 'from scratch': a brand new libretto and
new music developed and delivered with inputs from school children of all ages and a newlyformed community choir.
By putting on the opera and making this integral to Cheltenham's acclaimed and long-established
annual Music Festival, Cheltenham Festivals hoped that local people - in particular residents of
West Cheltenham who might not see opera, or the Music Festival, as something for them - would
experience a range of benefits, notably:
 improved connections with each other, reducing feelings of isolation
 improved wellbeing, feeling more positive about themselves and their community
 improved life-skills from being part of this community project
 increased self-confidence
 continuing involvement with arts/other activity and/or as volunteer.

About this report
This report draws on a range of evidence to explore how far Across the Sky delivered the benefits
hoped for at the outset; any other outcomes achieved; and learning on which Cheltenham
Festivals can draw to inform its future practice.
The evaluation was carried out for Cheltenham Festivals by Eastside Primetimers. Itself a social
enterprise, Eastside Primetimers provides specialist support aimed at increasing the sustainability
and effectiveness of charities and social enterprises, with specialisms including governance,
strategy development and impact evaluation.
Sections 1 - 4 of the report look in turn at:


What putting on Across the Sky involved



The approach taken to evaluate the project



Outcomes achieved, or what changed for people, as a result of Across the Sky



Lessons to inform future practice.
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1. What putting on Across the Sky involved
A brand new community opera, Across the Sky was co-created by over 130 people aged from 4 to
84 in local schools and neighbourhoods, guided by an expert creative team. Successive stages
involved:
October to
December
2018

Writing workshops in schools
Work by professional author and scriptwriter Miranda Walker with 81 pupils
from three local schools (St Thomas More Primary School, Hester's Way
Primary School and All Saints’' Academy) to develop ideas for the characters
and narrative through weekly creative writing workshops. Sessions used
role-play exercises, writing exercises and watching clips from musicals to
generate ideas (18 workshops in all).

January to May
2019

Composition workshops in schools
Creative workshops in schools, led by composer, conductor and musical
director Michael Betteridge. Involving singing and music-making, these
generated musical ideas which were then woven into the score (24
workshops in all).
Creating a new community choir - 'Local Vocals'
Recruitment via Facebook, word of mouth and other channels of over 30
people who helped create the music, using improvisation and
experimentation and sharing ideas on the music's mood and feel. Of this
group, 24 went on to perform as members of 'Local Vocals' a new
community choir led by Michael Betteridge and vocalist and choir leader
Gina Baker (30 sessions in all).

June to July
2019

Staging workshops and rehearsals
A final phase of rehearsals - in schools, with the opera chorus, then with the
orchestra Gloucestershire Youth Chamber Ensemble conducted by Glyn
Oxley, and professional soloists. Led by director Bryn Holding, this phase
brought together how the story was told physically as well as musically (13
staging rehearsals in schools plus 15 rehearsals with soloists and orchestra).

Preparations culminated in two performances (2 pm and 5 pm) in Cheltenham Town Hall on
Sunday 14th July, forming the musical finale to the 75th Cheltenham Music Festival. Both
performances were very well attended, with 1114 of the 1138 tickets for the two occasions taken
up (a small number having been held back for press and vips).
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2. The approach taken to evaluate the project
At the start of the project Eastside Primetimers worked with Cheltenham Festivals to map the
changes hoped for through the project; what Cheltenham Festivals planned to do to bring about
these changes; and what gave Cheltenham Festivals confidence that the approach being taken
would produce the changes hoped for.
The resulting 'Theory of change' (attached at Annex A) identified the main groups expected to
benefit from Across the Sky (participants, audience members, local residents, schools) and the
short and longer term outcomes expected from the project. It also drew out factors critical to
success which could be tested through the evaluation. Several of these related to the project's
reach - whether participants came from and were reflective of West Cheltenham, and whether
the opera attracted, and was appreciated by, a good-sized and diverse audience. Others
concerned how people experienced the project: whether those involved had fun and felt inspired
and motivated; whether they were able to get to know one another; and whether this was a highquality production in which participants took pride.
Evidence to explore these different elements in the Theory of Change came from a rich mix of
sources.
Local Vocals
12 members of community choir Local Vocals responded to a survey early in the project asking
about their previous involvement in community arts or a Cheltenham Festivals production, what
they had enjoyed most so far and what they most wanted to get out of taking part.
A post-project survey, to which 15 Local Vocals members responded, explored how choir
members came to be involved, which aspects of the project they had found most challenging and
most rewarding and their most memorable moments. Drawing on the 'Most Significant Change'
evaluation technique, other questions probed what being a Local Vocalist had meant to
participants and what, for them, had been the most significant impact of being involved.
Alongside their qualitative feedback, survey respondents were asked to tick the box or boxes they
felt best fitted their experience, choosing from headings that linked to core outcome areas in the
Theory of Change:






Feeling part of the community
Developing new skills and talents
New-found confidence
Meeting new people
A sense of pride






The start of something
Seeing neighbourhoods in a new light
Feeling good about myself
Other (please state)

They were asked if they would be interested in taking part in something similar again and invited
to add any further comments. A final set of questions (not mandatory) asked for demographic
details: participants' age, gender, ethnicity and postcode and whether they considered
themselves to have a disability.
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In addition to the survey data, the project team noted down comments made by Local Vocals
members at a 'Bring and Sing' event held on 23rd July to reflect on and celebrate Across the Sky.
Schools
After the performances the project team wrote to the pupils and students at all three schools
thanking them for their performance, saying how proud they were of all them, and asking what
they thought about taking part. The children and young people were encouraged to share
anything and everything in words and/or drawings. The responses were overwhelmingly positive.
56 children from the two primary schools answered questions about what they had enjoyed, what
they were now better at and what their best memory was. 26 students from All Saints’ Academy
shared thoughts about their experience of taking part and on changes in their skills levels and
confidence.
Teachers from St Thomas More Primary School and All Saints’ Academy responded to questions
about the benefits and impact of taking part including changes in pupils' writing skills, attitudes to
learning, self-esteem, understanding of themselves and others and confidence in sharing their
ideas.
Creative team
Soloists and other members of the creative team shared written feedback which included changes
or impacts on participants they had observed in the course of the project; aspects of the project
they personally had found most challenging and most rewarding; their most memorable
moments; and what the project had meant for their own professional development. Creative
team members were also asked if they would be interested in doing something similar again.
Audience
194 audience members (17.4% of ticket holders) responded to 3 survey questions. Two of these
questions were drawn from the Arts Council's newly introduced Insight and Impact Toolkit. These
sought feedback on whether the event was 'different from things I've experienced before'
(distinctiveness) and on audience enthusiasm ('I would come to see something like this again at
Cheltenham Music Festival'). A third question asked how clearly the level of community
involvement came across. A free text box invited other comments.
Postcode information on ticket bookers for Across the Sky provided insights into the mix of
neighbourhoods the audience was drawn from (from highly deprived to affluent). Equivalent data
for a family concert put on by Cheltenham Music Festival in 2018 allowed for a comparison with a
more conventional family event.
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3. Outcomes achieved, or what changed for people as a result of Across the Sky
Factors contributing to success
The Theory of Change highlights that, for Across the Sky to have the benefits intended, certain
conditions needed to be met. The project needed to reach and involve participants who were
drawn from and reflective of the local community. It also needed to be well attended by a diverse
audience combining local residents new to the Music Festival and Festival 'regulars'. It needed to
be well received by audiences. Finally, it needed to be a positive experience for those involved.
Taking part needed to be fun and inspiring; while the end result needed to be a high-quality
production in which participants took pride. There is good evidence that all these conditions were
met.
The project's reach
The 15 Local Vocals members (6 men, 9 women) who completed the post-project survey ranged
in age from 42 to 83, with most in their 50's and 60's. Predominantly White British, 4 came from
Hester's Way with most others drawn from the neighbouring wards of St Mark's (7) and Benhall
and the Reddings (1). While several had sung in a choir before, some hadn't done so for a long
time and for others it was a new experience. None had experience of singing in a production of
the quality and scale of Across the Sky.
Involvement of St Thomas More and Hester's Way Primary Schools and All Saints’ Academy
ensured good reach to children and young people, as well as their families, living in and around
Hester's Way. Data in Cheltenham's Children's Needs Assessment 20181 highlights the significant
proportion of children and all these schools eligible for Free School Meals, a proxy measure of
children living in poverty.
Take up of tickets was high at each performance, with tickets issued in each case (558 for the 2pm
performance, 556 for the 5pm performance) close to the venue's 569 capacity.
Audience feedback points to the opera's success in attracting both experienced Festival goers and
locals new to opera. For example, one audience member reported doing a 100-mile round trip;
another compared the performance to opera seen in Buxton; another recalled going to lots of
music festival events over the years, adding that 'this sort of project should be a regular feature'.
Others shared that they had come because they knew someone in the cast. Whether because it
was an opera or because it was a community opera, a substantial majority of audience members
surveyed either strongly agreed (65%) or agreed (22%) that 'Across the Sky was different from
things I've experienced before.' A Local Vocals member endorsed the sense that 'Cheltenham
Festivals is often seen as an elitist, expensive happening - the opera bridged that gap.'
Postcode data on those booking tickets also points to reach across the economic spectrum. Table 1
(overleaf) shows the number and percentage of 'bookers' within each of the bands (or deciles) of the
National Indices of Multiple Deprivation, where 1 represents postcodes in the 10% most deprived

1

Inform Gloucestershire, Cheltenham Children's Needs Assessment 2018.
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areas and 10 represents postcodes in the 10% least deprived areas. For purposes of comparison, the
table also includes equivalent data from a family concert during Cheltenham's 2018 Music Festival
featuring the BBC National Orchestra of Wales.
Table 1: No. and % of bookers within each deprivation band, or decile, Across the Sky and 2018
family concert
‘Across the Sky’, 2019 Festival
Deprivation decile
1
No. of bookers
8
% of bookers
5%

2
9
6%

3
8
5%

4
17
11%

5
15
10%

2018 Family concert featuring the BBC National Orchestra of Wales
Deprivation decile
1
2
3
4
5
No. of bookers
0
1
3
7
7
% of bookers
0%
1%
2%
5%
5%

6
15
10%

7
6
4%

8
19
12%

9
32
20%

10
27
17%

6
19
13%

7
9
6%

8
13
9%

9
34
24%

10
51
35%

As can be seen from the table, 16% of bookers for Across the Sky came from postcode areas ranked
among the top 30% most deprived in England, compared with 3% for the 2018 family concert.

How the opera was received
Audience feedback on Across the Sky was overwhelmingly positive. 90% of survey respondents
either strongly agreed (79%) or agreed (11%) that they would come to something like this again,
with only a handful of respondents describing the performance as 'not my cup of tea'.
Superlatives such as Brilliant (25), Wonderful (23), Excellent (22), Amazing (12), Fabulous (4),
Inspiring, Sensational etc. feature strongly in the free text comments from audience members, a
small sample of which are shown below. Other comments touch on the quality of the music, how
relatable people found the story, how moved audience members were by the story and/or the
event, and the strong sense of community created.
Would like to come again next year. Really well
written, music sounded brilliant, lovely to see so many
ages performing together. A great production.

A very creative event, delivered with joy!

Excellent performance
bringing community
together.

Brought tears to my
eyes. Brilliant.

Amazing voices - instruments orchestra choir. So moving emotions really came out & touched
audience with such truth and feeling.

Such negative feedback as there was (covered more fully in section 4) focused mainly on
practical/technical issues (audibility, noise from small children, suitability of venue, balance
between the roles).
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Across the Sky - audience feedback
Cheltenham Festival Feedback
180

160

It was different
from things I've
experienced
before

140

120

I would come to
something like
this again at
Cheltenham
Music Festival

100

80

60

The level of
community
involvement came
across clearly

40

20

0
Strongly disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly agree

Participants' experience of Across the Sky
In their letters, the Year 3 pupils at St Thomas More Primary School write enthusiastically about
how much fun they had, with many writing that 'I loved it.' Common themes from pupils at both
primary schools concerned how much they enjoyed inventing and writing the characters, singing
and learning new songs, playing games, performing on stage and singing in different parts of the
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auditorium (on the balcony, on stage and in the wings). The chicken dance warm-up activity used
in school workshops was a highlight for many!
One or two children* wrote that they 'didn't love when we had to sit down and watch because it
was boring' or 'didn't enjoy because the music was so long', while one pupil talked about feeling
nervous singing the songs on stage. However, the same pupil talked about how she 'loved
learning the songs with Michael' and how excited she was when he visited school.
The warmth of the relationship between the pupils and the creative team shines through in young
people's responses. One young person writes of feeling inspired, another writes of being 'so
proud of myself and I'm proud of you two' [project team Pip and Shirley], and another of how
taking part was incredible and she'd like to be in the opera again. Feedback from older pupils
echoes this, with comments on the fun that came from working as a team.

*Many of the pupils in this school have complicated and challenging home lives and/or live with
ADHD or similar conditions.
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Survey responses from choir members in Local Vocals commonly describe the enjoyment
members got from taking part and the reward of seeing all the hard work come together. For
them, the scale and quality of the production was an important factor in the satisfaction they took
from it. Choir members talk of being 'Just blown away by the sheer quality of the actual work' and
the buzz they got from 'singing with professional opera singers.' 'I think the quality of the piece in
the end was quite astonishing and in that sense rewarding.'
Miranda Walker endorses this finding, writing of the occasion when members of Local Vocals met
the professional opera singers and sang with them for the first time: 'The choir were blown away
by the singers' voices, and by the fact that they would perform with them, shoulder to shoulder.
Many had tears in their eyes (as did I).'

How far did the project achieve its stated outcomes?
Outcomes hoped for from Across the Sky were that it would help participants have:






improved connections with each other, reducing feelings of isolation
improved wellbeing, feeling more positive about themselves and their community
improved life-skills from being part of this community project
increased self-confidence
continuing involvement with arts/other activity and/or as volunteer.

There is evidence from a wide range of sources that the project led to all these outcomes, with
particularly strong evidence of people feeling more connected to each other, of skills
development and of continuing involvement with the arts.
Feeling connected
Local Vocals survey respondents were unanimous in describing their sense of being part of the
community. Asked 'What does being a Local Vocalist mean to you?' respondents replied: 'feeling a
sense of belonging and community'; 'being part of a supportive group in the community'; 'getting
to know people [in my neighbourhood] whom I didn't know lived there'; 'being drawn closer to
people I wouldn't have met.' Others noted that one of the most rewarding aspects was meeting
new people who had become friends, or commented on the spirit of togetherness. For one
person, 'it was just like being in a family.'
Asked to tick the box, or boxes, that they felt best fitted their experience, all bar one of the (14)
Local Vocals members completing this section of the survey ticked 'meeting new people' and all
bar two ticked 'feeling part of the community' (see Table 2, overleaf).
Asked 'what was the best thing about being involved?' several pupils from All Saints’ Academy
answered 'meeting new people' or 'making new friends', while one singled out 'the sense of
community around the final performance.’ For a young person from Hester's Way Primary School:
'my best memory is meeting everyone.'
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Table 2: Local Vocal members responses when asked which heading(s) fitted their experience best
Meeting new people
Developing new skills and talents
Feeling part of the community
A sense of pride
The start of something
Feeling good about myself
New-found confidence
Seeing neighbourhoods in a new light

13
13
12
10
7
6
6
4

The strong sense of community created is also a strong theme in audience feedback, reflected in
the word cloud below. Among individual comments, one person wrote that: 'I have never felt
more of a sense of community in Cheltenham in over 30 years. Thank you!'
Word cloud created from audience feedback

Gaining new skills and talents
Many Local Vocalists talked about a new realisation that they could sing: 'I didn't think I could sing
- but I can!' Others mentioned improving their techniques: 'I have benefitted from training in the
use of voice, projection, diction and pitch.' Musical director Michael Betteridge observed Local
Vocals members' skills development:
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'The greatest journey in terms of musical journey was that of Local Vocals who went from a
choir of people - many of whom had never sung in a choir - to singing in three parts, often
challenging music, exceptionally well. Gina and I were able to go beyond the basics of 'sing this
note here' to exploring timbre and blend. They also engaged wholeheartedly and gave the
project a lot of energy in their own time, practising at home with learning tracks. This was a
staggering development for a newly formed choir, especially a choir of adults who have busy
lives and potentially additional needs such as mobility needs.'
Director Bryn Holding talked similarly about participants: 'learning a new language/approach for
working in Opera, in theatre and with their individual singing voices.'
Pupils across the age ranges recognised a improvements in their singing. For students from All
Saints’ Academy, improvements included extending their vocal range, learning to project their
voices better, understanding more about composing, harmony and lyric writing, being introduced
to different singing styles and being more experimental, e.g. 'with weird time signatures'.
The project also had an evident impact on young people's skills development. Asked what they
were now better at, many young people from Hester's Way Primary School singled out 'writing
stories'. Feedback from the class teacher at St Thomas More Primary School also points to a
significant difference in pupils' writing skills.
'Since starting the workshops I've noticed that the children's writing has really improved. Even
the most reluctant writers have started writing, and they're using what they write in Miranda's
workshops in their writing throughout the week as well.'
The teacher adds that 'Children were so inspired to be writing for a real author! Miranda valued
their writing and it gave them a purpose.'2 The same was true at All Saints’ Academy. Not only
were students as a whole 'stretched and challenged' by creative writing tasks: a couple of
students who didn't normally engage with writing in classes 'really flourished in these sessions.'
Miranda Walker, the artist in question, echoes this finding:
'There was a very noticeable difference in the participants from the beginning of the
workshops to the end. They had become much more confident in their writing, and a love of
writing had been fostered in some pupils who had previously shown little engagement in
literacy lessons. Writing for a real, exciting purpose and having their ideas receive such
attention certainly played a big part in this outcome.'
Miranda writes of one child who (according to their teacher) had never written more than two
lines in class before but who wrote a one-page story in a creative writing workshop. Her account
notes that 'Teachers in all schools reported an impact on the quality of students' work in
literacy/English lessons and homework.'

2

https://www.cheltenhamfestivals.com/news/2019/01/cheltenham-music-festival-community-opera-behindthe-scenes/
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Michael Betteridge also describes the musical journey that all the schools went on, including (at
All Saints’ Academy) opening students up to a different kind of music. 'It was great to move them
from their musical comfort zone and expand their minds further with a range of musical styles.'
Gaining confidence
A strong theme from Local Vocals feedback is the confidence that came from learning words and
harmonies, meeting the vocal demands of the music and performing to a standard they didn't
think was possible.
Asked 'what has been the most significant impact of the project on you' replies often touched on
the strong (and confidence-building) sense of achievement that came from rising to the challenge.

The realisation that I can actually sing
to a reasonable standard

Seeing the improvement in the choir
and how we pulled together

I was amazed that we
were able to learn and
perform a totally new
opera

Taking part in an opera not
done before & singing with
professional opera singers

Young people spoke similarly about the confidence that came from seeing their ideas
incorporated into the show, performing in front of a large audience and seeing the opera come
together. As one young person put it: 'It felt quite astonishing that I helped write the opera.'
The class teacher from St Thomas More Primary also observed the significant difference made by
the project to pupils' confidence in sharing their ideas and in enhancing pupils' self-esteem. On
confidence: 'Reluctant speakers wanted to share their ideas with all of the adults involved; while
'performing in front of a large audience and getting a 'buzz' from it increased self-esteem.'
Nearly 85% of the 26 survey respondents from All Saints’ Academy said that participating in
Across the Sky had developed their confidence either a little (19%) or a lot (65.5%).
Feeling more positive about oneself and the community
6 Local Vocals participants expressly linked their involvement to: 'Feeling good about myself.'
Evidence of feeling more positive about the local community is less plentiful. However, one Local
Vocals member commented: 'more substance added to our neighbourhood'. A participant in the
Local Vocals reflection evening also noted that the opera:
'Showed that West Cheltenham is a fab place. The perception is still shocking, so anything that
disrupts that impression is good. This was people + music = community and passion, saying
'This is Cheltenham too.'
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Another Local Vocals member shared how rewarding he found it 'to know that local school
children could generate a story where a family from overseas is welcomed and helped in moving to
Britain by the local community. In the current political climate of division and xenophobia this was
indeed a breath of fresh air.'
In her feedback, librettist Miranda Walker drew a direct link between the scale and quality of the
production, and the extent to which it was co-produced with positive feelings, both personally
and about Cheltenham West:
'I will also never forget how empowered and proud our performers were when they stepped
from the stage, whether they were 7 years old or 70 years old. They now knew that they could
be an integral part of creating something very special indeed, which spoke of their own lives,
their own streets and their own capabilities. Everyone present left knowing all that can be
achieved in West Cheltenham by the local community.'
Increased wellbeing
Several Local Vocals respondents commented explicitly on the wellbeing benefits of taking part in
Across the Sky, as can be seen from these extracts.

I love singing, it's very
uplifting.

I always fancied joining a choir as
I heard singing helps with anxiety.

Singing makes me feel good inside. It
is definitely good for my soul.

Music is such a tonic no gin required!

Others talk about the satisfaction that came from seeing the steady improvement in the group's
singing and 'singing the prologue at 2pm and realising the project really had come to fruition.' 'It
was enjoyable and satisfying in equal measure to see how we improved and came together to
make a wonderful sound.'
Asked 'what changes have you noticed in participants over the course of the project?’, Director
Bryn Holding recounts their 'sheer joy in the act of communal singing.'
People taking part continue their involvement with arts/other activity and/or volunteer
One of the soloists reflected that: 'If we are able to finish a project knowing that out of all those
who took part there may be one child who asks for a musical instrument at Christmas, another
who asks for signing lessons and an adult who joins their local choir, then I feel this is the ultimate
reward.'
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While it's too soon to evidence continuing arts involvement by individual children, both primary
schools have said that they would welcome future projects of this kind. We do know that one of
the pupils at Hesters Way Primary School has started to learn piano and joined a drama club as a
direct result of participating in Across the Sky. Cheltenham Festivals already plans to continue
working with the year 3 class that took part in Across the Sky for a further three years through a
series of long-term cross-arts participation projects, culminating in performances in at least one
Festival each year. The project will be developed in consultation with the school and the
children’s parents with the aim of transforming attitudes and behaviours towards culture; and the
outcomes will be of interest to the cultural sector which is trying to find ways to change the social
demographic of audiences.
There is an obvious eagerness among young people for being involved in future. Asked if they
would be interested in taking part in something similar again, 24 of 26 young people from All
Saints’ Academy answered 'Yes'. Younger children also volunteered that 'I want to do it again!'
Emphatic evidence of continuing arts involvement comes with the unanimous decision by Local
Vocals members to continue as a choir under Gina Baker's leadership. At the time of writing a
steering group has been convened to plan next steps and a schedule for the choir.
Other outcomes
While these were not express objectives of Across the Sky, feedback from the creative team and
from pupils and teachers points to the significant difference made by Across the Sky in helping
young people learn to focus, promoting positive attitudes to learning, encouraging young people
to share their ideas and enhancing pupils' understanding of themselves and others.
The creative team observed young people from both primary schools becoming increasingly more
focused and engaged as the project progressed. For the teacher at St Thomas More Primary
School: 'The children wanted to impress the adults they were working with.’
22 of the 26 All Saints’ Academy pupils who gave feedback said that participating in Across the Sky
had made them more likely to share their ideas either a little (16) or a lot (6). Teacher feedback
points to the value of working with pupils from other schools in enhancing young people's'
understanding of themselves and others, although pupils 'equally found this a little overwhelming
at times.’ Young people themselves describe getting better at understanding emotions and point
to the impact of rehearsals: 'During rehearsals we got to understand each others' views on the
situations that we were writing.'
Finally, reflections from the creative team highlight the project's impact on their own professional
development. For several members of the team, the opera meant exploring a new form,
producing work on a different scale and/or with greater inter-generational involvement than they
had previously experienced. Team members talk of honing their skills, developing new
techniques, growing in confidence, being awakened to new career avenues, and of how
rewarding the project was for them personally.
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4. Lessons to inform future practice
As always there are learning points from a project of this kind.
Practical suggestions coming through from audience feedback and from creative team inputs
concern:


the desirability of having more rehearsal time in the performance space and with the
orchestra in the run up to the performance



investigating ways to improve audibility. Suggestions made ranged from using a venue with
better acoustics, making the libretto available, using subtitles, using microphones and finding
ways to minimise disruption from younger audience members.

Since the project budget did not assume income from ticket sales, tickets for Across the Sky were
free. While this meant that cost was not a barrier, some respondents suggested that tickets
might be charged for in future.
More rehearsal time would have benefited everyone – though adrenalin carried cast and team
through!
As soloist Suzie Purkis (Natasza) noted:
‘It was challenging to have a dress-rehearsal and two performances in one day! However, it
was very rewarding to realise I have the stamina to do this and come out with voice and spirit
intact! We probably could have done with a little more time with the orchestra who were all
very young – but again, the lesson here was to just go with the flow in these situations –
people are doing their best! By the second performance it was really quite slick so just an extra
rehearsal with them the day before would have sorted this.’
Experience underlined:


the benefits of members of the Cheltenham Festivals' project team being a regular presence
in school sessions and at choir rehearsals. In schools this meant another adult was on hand to
give additional support and help ensure a smooth working relationship. For the choir, the
regular attendance of Pip Claridge built a strong connection with the creative and Festival
teams and meant someone was on hand to answer questions on logistics.



the critical importance of recruiting the right creative team. Participant feedback suggests
that Michael Betteridge, Miranda Walker, Bryn Holding and Gina Baker were exceptional in
their ability to engage and inspire participants across the generations.

The two other key - and linked - lessons concern the power of co-production and the project's
potential transferability.
The power of co-production
Producing an opera from scratch with inputs from children and young people of different ages
and a brand new community choir, most if not all of whom are new to opera, is an ambitious
undertaking - described by one creative team member as ' a step into the unknown for all'. What's
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clear, however, is that the extent of participants' involvement in shaping the opera added
immensely to its power and impact.
Librettist Miranda Walker records that:
'Conversations with the pupils on the performance day revealed just how proud the students
were to recognise their own ideas and words within the final libretto. This particularly struck a
chord with the secondary pupils, some of whom expressed concerns at the beginning of the
process over whether the opera was 'for them' At this point, they knew it was not only 'for
them' it was 'by them.'
Asked about the project's impact on participants, director Bryn Holding also highlights the coproduction element:
'There has been a uniform euphoria for the material, for their ownership of it....The project has
given participants a voice in the creation of material which in turn led to a level of ownership
of the material and connection to it as we get into performance.'
While Gina Baker (soloist – Zosia) commented that:
‘This was a great opportunity for people of all ages to work together on a project. The fact that
the opera was composed/written with the community was a great opportunity for them and
gave them real ownership over the project. I felt very proud to have been a part of it and feel
very honoured to have been so involved. The scale of this project meant that it reached a
wide/diverse audience and the storyline was relatable to everyone.’
And Suzie commented:
‘The fact that large chunks of the opera (words and music) were written in collaboration with
members of the community – both school children and adults, some of who had hardly sung
before and certainly hadn’t been involved in opera before – meant that they had a sense of
ownership of the piece. I think the community choir who made up part of the chorus, along
with the schools, got a buzz out of singing in a show they had part-written, alongside
professional singers. Singing together really is a bonding experience. It’s a powerful way for
people to feel connected with each other and I felt that sense of connection with the
community cast. Music is something that can transcend language barriers in this way. A Polish
lady whose child was in the show came to speak to me outside and said thank you for the
performance – she said that she had cried while watching because the story was so relatable
to her.’
The role of co-production in achieving project outcomes is almost certainly underplayed in the
Theory of Change drawn up for the project at the outset. It is one that will repay further
investigation in future projects.
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The project's potential transferability
Given its evident success, Across the Sky also begs the 'what next?' question.


Should there be more performances of Across the Sky itself? Some members of Local Vocals
support this, with comments including: 'Can we please go on tour?' and 'Deserves to be heard
and enjoyed by a wider audience.'



And/or can the model be replicated elsewhere? Musical director Michael Betteridge certainly
thinks so.
This is an excellent model that could be rolled out by other music and/or arts organisations
across the UK and beyond. These kinds of experiences should not be limited to just opera
companies producing them, especially as that means that certain parts of the country might
not have access to these opportunities.

The question of how this might be approached is worthy of focused discussion.

A final word from soloist Graeme Danby (Grandad):
‘Projects like this provide an essential social interaction between the community and
performers. The benefits to all involved include confidence, increased mental capacity, a sense
of belonging and a huge sense of achievement. It was a pleasure to be a small part of what in
my humble opinion was an outstanding project which benefited so many people – one should
never underestimate the effect of musical performances both on and within the community.’
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Annex A:

Across the Sky - theory of change

Who will benefit

What we’ll do

Project
participants,
including
ensemble,
school
children and
back stage
team

Co-create and coproduce a new
opera with and for
people who live
and work in local
communities in
Cheltenham West.

People
coming to the
opera
Residents of
Hesters Way
Schools

Children and a
mixed-age adult
choir will
collaborate with
the creative team
on developing the
libretto, creating
the songs and
music, rehearsing
and performing the
opera and taking
on front of house
and/or backstage
roles.
Opera to be
performed at
Cheltenham Music
Festival in July
2019.

Critical success factors
Participants are reflective of
the community
Participants take part in new
activities, learn new skills
and discover new things
about themselves
Participants have fun and
feel inspired/motivated
Participants have a chance to
get to know one another &
feel like they belong
High quality production in
which participants take pride
Opera is well attended by
diverse audience and has
positive reviews that are
publicised in Hesters Way
Follow up opportunities
available / well signposted
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Short term outcomes
Participants have
improved connections
with each other and
feel less isolated

Participants have
improved life skills
from being part of this
community project

Participants have
improved selfconfidence
Participants feel more
positive about
themselves & their
community

Long term
outcomes

People taking
part report an
increased
sense of
wellbeing

People taking
part continue
their
involvement
with arts/other
activity &/or
volunteer

Outcomes extend to others in the community:
families, friends & community groups

